Health Signage & Information
A collection of COVID-19 posters and wellness graphics
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ARC and Riot are working hard to support our customers during these unprecedented times. To do our part, we’re offering some essentials to combat the spread of COVID-19 and help you to maintain a healthy environment for you and your team.

This collection features a variety of posters, signs, floor graphics, and tools that can be used to provide critical information for your organization, employees, and visitors.
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Branded versions which include company logo and custom messaging are available upon request. Our team is happy to discuss any additional materials you need to help support you.

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
Our posters and signs are available in multiple languages and laminated with premium materials for easy cleaning and sanitizing.

Ideal for:
- Jobsites
- Offices
- Lobbies
- Schools
- Banks
- Kitchens
- Restrooms
- Hospitals
- Common Areas
- Pharmacies

Sizes:
- 11” x 17”
- 18” x 24”
- 24” x 36”
- 30” x 40”

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
HEALTH & WELLNESS SIGNS

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com

HEALTH & WELLNESS SIGNS

Protect Your Health!
Blue Series
#HW7

Sanitization Station
Blue Series
#HW8

Please Wash Your Hands
Blue Series
#HW9

Sanitization Arrow Left
Blue Series
#HW10

Sanitization Arrow Right
Blue Series
#HW11

Sanitization Location
Blue Series
#HW12

Symptoms of infectious disease can include:
- Coughing
- Sneezing
- A sore throat
- A fever
- A runny nose
- Shortness of breath

And can be spread by:
- Touching surfaces
- Contact with sick people
- Airborne transmission

Prevent and avoid the spread:
- Cover coughs or sneezes
- Avoid close contact
- Disinfect surfaces

New info on how to protect yourself and stay healthy is updated by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention regularly. For the most current updates, visit cdc.gov

Stay Informed!

Wash hands with soap or sanitizer frequently and thoroughly.

Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.

Sanitize often to reduce the exposure and spread of bacteria.

Wet Lather Rinse Dry

Scrub your hands with clean, running water, turn off tap, and apply soap. Rub your hands for at least 20 seconds. Then rinse your hands with clean, running water. Dry your hands with a clean towel or air dry them.
HEALTH & WELLNESS SIGNS

1. Be First:
   - Quickly sharing information about a disease outbreak can help stop the spread of disease, and prevent and reduce illness and even death.
   - People often remember the first information they hear in an emergency, so the first information they receive should come from health experts.
   - Even if the cause of the outbreak or specific disease is unknown, share facts that are available. This can help you stay ahead of possible rumors.
   - Share information about the signs and symptoms of disease, who is at risk, treatment and care options, and when to seek medical care.

2. Be Right:
   - Accuracy establishes credibility.
   - Information should include what is known, what is not known, and what is being done to fill in the information gaps.
   - Public health messages and medical guidance must complement each other. For example, public health officials should not widely encourage people to go to the doctors if doctors are turning people away and running out of medicine for critically ill people.
   - Always fact check with subject-matter experts. One incorrect message can cause harmful behaviors and may result in people losing trust in future messages.

3. Be Credible:
   - Honesty, timeliness, and scientific evidence encourage the public to trust your information and guidance. Acknowledge when you do not have enough information to answer a question and then work with the appropriate experts to get an answer.
   - Do not make promises about anything that is not yet certain, such as distribution of vaccines or medications without confirmed availability.
   - Clinicians should be present at press or community events to answer medical questions.

4. Express Empathy:
   - Disease outbreaks can cause fear and disrupt daily lives. Lesser-known or emerging diseases cause more uncertainty and anxiety. Acknowledging what people are feeling and their challenges shows that you are considering their perspectives when you give recommendations.
   - For example, during a telebriefing for the coronavirus disease 2019 response: "Being quarantined can be disruptive, frustrating, and feel scary. Especially when the reason for quarantine is exposure to a new disease for which there may be limited information.

5. Promote Action:
   - In an infectious disease outbreak, public understanding of and action on disease prevention is key to stopping the spread.
   - Keep action messages simple, short, and easy to remember, like "cover your cough."
   - Promote action messages in different ways to make sure they reach those with disabilities, limited English proficiency, and varying access to information.

6. Show Respect:
   - Respectful communication is particularly important when people feel vulnerable.
   - Respectful communication promotes cooperation and rapport. Actively listen to the issues and solutions brought up by local communities and local leadership.
   - Acknowledge different cultural beliefs and practices about diseases, and work with communities to adapt behaviors and promote understanding.
   - Do not dismiss fears or concerns. Give people a chance to talk and ask questions.

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
Social distancing signs remind team members, customers, and the public to maintain a minimum distance to help keep everyone safe and healthy.

**Ideal for:**
- Jobsites
- Offices
- Lobbies
- Schools
- Banks
- Kitchens
- Restrooms
- Hospitals
- Common Areas
- Pharmacies

**Sizes:**
- 11” x 17”
- 18” x 24”
- 24” x 36”
- 30” x 40”
- 13” Diameter Circle
- 13”W x 10”H Rectangle
- 14.5”W x 13”H Triangle

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
SOCIAL DISTANCING SIGNS

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com

Please Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round White Series
#SDW1

Stop Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round White Series
#SDW2

Stop Maintain 6 Feet Distance
Round White Series
#SDW3

Stop Please Wait Here
Round White Series
#SDW4

Please Keep 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle White Series
#SDW5

Stop Keep 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle White Series
#SDW6

Stop Maintain 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle White Series
#SDW7

Stop Please Wait Here
Rectangle White Series
#SDW8

Stop Maintain 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle White Series
#SDW9

Thank you for practicing Social Distancing
Rectangle White Series
#SDW8

Stop Please Wait Here
Rectangle White Series
#SDW9

Thank you for practicing
Social Distancing
SOCIAL DISTANCING SIGNS

Please Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round Navy Series
#SDN1

Stop Maintain 6 Feet Distance
Round Navy Series
#SDN2

Stop Keep 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle Navy Series
#SDN3

Stop Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round Navy Series
#SDN4

Stop Please Wait Here
Round Navy Series
#SDN5

Stop Please Wait Here
Rectangle Navy Series
#SDN6

Stop Keep Your Distance
Round Red Series
#SDR1

Stop Please Keep Your Distance
Round Red Series
#SDR2

Stop Please Keep Your Distance
Triangle Red Series
#SDR3

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
SOCIAL DISTANCING SIGNS

Please Wait Here Palm
Yellow Series
#SDY1

Maintain Your Distance
Yellow Series
#SDY2

Please Keep Your Distance
Yellow Series
#SDY3

Stop Please Wait Here
Yellow Series
#SDY4

Please keep 6 feet apart

Thank you for practicing Social Distancing

Social Distancing Shopping
Blue Series
#SDB1

Practice SOCIAL DISTANCING

To prevent the spread of COVID-19, please maintain a distance of 6’ from others

Social Distancing
Blue Series
#SDB2

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
Adhesive floor decals printed on durable vinyl are easy to clean and a good way to keep social distance at essential businesses and high-traffic areas.

Ideal for:
- Jobsites
- Offices
- Lobbies
- Schools
- Banks
- Kitchens
- Restrooms
- Hospitals
- Common Areas
- Pharmacies

Sizes:
- 13” Diameter Circle
- 13”W x 10”H Rectangle
- 14.5”W x 13”H Triangle
FLOOR DECALS

Please Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round Navy Series #FDN1

Stop Maintain 6 Feet Distance
Round Navy Series #FDN2

Please Wait Here
Round Navy Series #FDN3

Stop Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round Navy Series #FDN4

Stop Please Wait Here
Round Navy Series #FDN5

Please Keep 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle Navy Series #FDN6

Stop Maintain 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle Navy Series #FDN7

Please Wait Here
Rectangle Navy Series #FDN8

Stop Keep 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle Navy Series #FDN9

Stop Please Wait Here
Rectangle Navy Series #FDN10

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
FLOOR DECALS

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
FLOOR DECALS

Thank you for practicing Social Distancing
Rectangle White Series #FDW1

Stop Please Wait Here
Rectangle White Series #FDW2

Stop Keep 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle White Series #FDW3

Stop Maintain 6 Feet Distance
Rectangle White Series #FDW4

Stop Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round White Series #FDW5

Stop Please Wait Here
Round White Series #FDW6

Please Wait Here
Round White Series #FDW7

Please Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round White Series #FDW8

Stop Maintain 6 Feet Distance
Round White Series #FDW9

Please Keep 6 Feet Distance
Round White Series #FDW10

Thank You For Practicing Social Distancing
Round White Series #FDW11

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
If you host or attend video calls from home, a professional backdrop quickly changes your room into a professional atmosphere and can be set up in seconds! Simply provide your logo or image and we'll take care of the rest.

Available in 36”W or 48”W
#POP36
#POP48

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
STOREFRONT SIGNS

Let your customers know you’re open for business with storefront signs, available in a variety of sizes and finishes.

**Custom designs are available with your logo, phone #, business hours, and more.**

Ideal for:
- Storefronts
- Banks
- Restaurants
- Carry-out
- Essential Services

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
2 Sided A-Frame Sign
Size of Frame: 42.75”H x 26.5”W
(Includes Stand and 2x signs)

H-Stand Signs
Size: 24”H x 18”W

Banners
Size 24”H x 60”W
Size 24”H x 72”W
Size 36”H x 60”W
Size 36”H x 72”W
Size 48”H x 60”W
Size 48”H x 72”W

Coroplast Signs with Grommets
Finishing options: Corner Grommets
Size 24”H x 18”W
Size 24”H x 36”W

Window & Wall Adhesive Vinyl
Size 24”H x 18”W
Size 24”H x 36”W

Floor Graphics Adhesive Vinyl
Size 24”H x 18”W
Size 24”H x 36”W

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
Display important health and safety information to visitors entering your business. Choose from a selection of common posters, or create your own custom message.

Ideal for:
- Grocery Stores
- Jobsites
- Essential businesses
- Lobbies
- Banks
- Restrooms
- Hospitals
- Pharmacies

Sizes:
- 11” x 17”
- 18” x 24”
- 24” x 36”
- 30” x 40”

To place your order or to discuss custom requirements, please contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com
Closer than you think

With 170+ US locations, we are committed to helping our customers around the globe during this time.

Please visit our storefront to place your order, or contact us at order.wellness@e-arc.com to discuss any needs you and your organization may have.

The ARC and Riot team